
I WANNA PLAY THAT: How to learn a song from a record 

You want to learn a song you like and play it. You could go 

to the internet and get the chords but internet stuff isn’t 

that reliable. Besides, learning a song from scratch will 

help you develop as a player on many levels. You’ll improve 

your ear, you’ll learn new chord shapes and licks. Best of 

all, is the satisfaction of having done it yourself. 

So here is a guide for learning songs from scratch. The 

class is three days but there are no charts because we’ll 

learn some new songs every day and make our own charts. 

 

1. LISTEN 

- Listen to the song all the way through. Don’t play along 

yet. Make notes about the placement of intro, verse, chorus, 

bridge, solos. 

- Listen again with your instrument. Play a little bit at a 

time and try to pick out chords & licks. Don’t linger on the 

intro. If it’s difficult you can go back later. 

 

2. CHORDS 

- Looking for a chord, one note will stand out, find it on 

your instrument. You may need to sing it to remember. What 

note is it? Try to make a chord out of it and play it over 

the song. 

- Sometimes you’ll hear more than one note. This makes it 

easier to find the chord. Listen for bass notes, they are 

often the roots. 

- Is it major or minor? Play the chord along with song and 

you’ll hear the difference. 

- Repeat this process for the chord changes in the first 

verse. A pattern will emerge.  
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- Sometimes a chord seems to change and yet stay the same. 

You'll look everywhere for that chord and can’t find it. It 

may be a variation of the chord you are already playing. 

Common variations are minor/major major/dom7 major/maj7 

 

3. RIFFS 

Riffs are harder to figure out but you can think of them as 

primitive melodies. Sing the riff until have it, then try to 

play it. A lot of riffs are pentatonic or diatonic. the 

rhythm is just as important as the notes. 

- Make a pentatonic box shape and try to play the riff 

- Tap out the rhythm without the notes. 

- In some songs, vocals are sung over a riff. That can be 

difficult. Try to find what chord or chords fit under the 

riff and learn those. Then you can play the riff until it's 

time to sing... then go to the chords 

 

4. THE IMPOSSIBLE 

Some songs may seem out-of-reach, but don't give up right 

away. Maybe they can be simplified. Learning a simple 

version gets you started and leaves room for a friend who 

can play the tough parts.  

- What is hard about the song? Is it too fast? Are the chords 

too fancy. Is the rhythm confusing? Some hard songs are 

really just simple songs with a fancy layer on top. Try the 

chord technique and see if you can play a simple chord or 

chords under the hard parts. You might find a one or two-

chord pattern. 

-  The important thing is to try it before deciding it's too 

hard. you never know. 
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5. WHAT KEY IS IT? 

Okay, you learned it but it's in an unsingable key. You’ll 

need to transpose. I’ll go light on the theory and focus on 

tricks that work. 

- Some songs change key (modulation) during the song. Maybe 

you don't need to do it at first. Save that for later. 

- Also consider arrangements? verse chorus bridge. Think 

about the structure of the song. 

 

6. THINGS NOT TO DO 

- Don't fudge things! If a chord or a part sounds wrong, 

take the time to get it right. Try playing “Happy Birthday” 

with the wrong chords. There’s no shame in getting help 

from another person or (god forbid) the internet. In the 

long run, you’ll be glad you did.  

- Don’t get hung up on one section. When you hit a roadblock 

on a part, leave it for awhile and work on the rest of the 

song. 

 

7. WHAT ABOUT THE INTERNET? 

- It's possible to get good charts from the internet but 

there are some real stinkers out there. Some sites try to get 

every little detail of a song and while that's commendable, 

it can result in a confusing chart that doesn't help. 

- Some people fudge the chords and hope it'll get by... it 

usually doesn't 

- Some people get hung up on music theory and create 

ridiculous chords that no-one wants to play. 
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8. THE BIG PICTURE: I assume that your goal is to play/sing 

this song and make it sound authentic and natural. There 

are many approaches to playing a cover song. You can try to 

mimic the original or you can make it your own. you can 

simplify or elaborate but put your heart into it and play 

the best you can and it'll be alright. 

 

 

 

 


